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China

Requirements from the Local Authority

There has been considerable concern regarding the spread of the coronavirus globally.
IGP's Network Partners in the most affected countries want you to know that they
are taking measures to assure the wellbeing of insureds and their families, as well as to
assist the greater community – especially healthcare workers – cope with effects of this
epidemic.

The novel (new) coronavirus first came to the attention of the World Health Organization on December 31,
2019, after a number of suspected pneumonia cases were reported in Wuhan, the capital of Hubei province in
China.
One week later, the mystery illness was confirmed to be a new strain of coronavirus, the same family of
diseases as severe Acute Respiratory syndrome (SARS) and Middle East Respiratory Syndrome (MERS).
On February 11, the World Health Organization officially named the illness "Novel Coronavirus Disease
2019", abbreviated as COVID-19.
There are many types of human coronaviruses including some that only cause mild upper-respiratory tract
illnesses.
COVID-19 is a new disease, caused by a new coronavirus that had not been seen in humans before.
The virus that causes the disease spreads from person to person, and someone who is actively sick with
COVID-19 can spread the illness to others.
Health officials in China have reported tens of thousands of cases of COVID-19 as the virus has rapidly
spread.
Cases outside of China are being reported in an increasingly growing number of countries, including the
United States.

China's top banking and insurance regulator (CBIRC) announced that they would enhance supervision of
insurance services amid the novel coronavirus outbreak, encouraging life insurance companies to offer products
that mitigate the impact of the outbreak on the financial wellbeing of insureds.
CBIRC also encouraged health insurers to extend accident and health insurance plans to cover the novel
coronavirus infection.
Officials also say that life insurance companies should set up a "green channel" to prioritize claims for clients
affected by the epidemic, simplify claims payout procedures, and provide support to clients by enabling online
payments and payments in advance. These measures should be done without compromising the legitimacy of the
claims filed.
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Extension on Accidental Cover for SMEs:

Taiping Pension Co., Ltd.
In order to play a key role of protection and security
in the battle with the novel coronavirus and to bear
social responsibility as a centrally-owned insurance
company, during the epidemic, Taiping Pension Co.,
Ltd. together with its holding company have taken a
series of measures:
Claim Support Measures:
For all claimants diagnosed with or suspected of
having the COVID-19 disease, all of the below
contingent measures would come into immediate
effect:
• Customer service hot-line (86) 95589 to provide
24/7 services even during the Spring Festival;
•
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An Online Doctor Service hot-line (86) (400 818
5050) offering non-stop inquiry services regarding
prevention, treatment guidance and all other
medical consultation related to COVID-19;

• Fast screening and investigation of the claim
requests, and proactive claim handling services;
• Opening up of a ‘green channel’ to accelerate the
claim handling, where paperless claim or WeChat
claim applications are allowed;
• Removal of limitations on designated hospitals in
Mainland China;

The extension in cover is such that when an insured
is diagnosed as having novel coronavirus pneumonia
by a hospital for the first time during the effective
benefit extension period, and the clinical diagnosis
presentation only falls under either the SEVERE or
FATAL classification, Taiping would henceforth pay an
additional amount equal to 30% of the Critical Illness
sum assured or of the remaining Critical Illness sum
assured.
This payment is on an additional basis and does not
affect or reduce the current sum assured; which shall
remain in force.
Note: Clinical presentation among reported cases of
the novel coronavirus infection varies in severity from
asymptomatic infection or mild illness to severe or fatal
illness. The definitions would refer to the classifications in
the latest 5th edition of Interim Clinical Guidance for novel
coronavirus by the National Health Commission of the
People's Republic of China. And the clinical diagnosis shall
be made by designated hospitals for novel coronavirus as
appointed by the government of The People's Republic of
China.
Extension of the Benefit Period for Critical
Illness Cover:

• Waiver of deductible amounts;

All insureds under an effective policy (covering the
Critical Illness benefit) are eligible to have their
benefit period extended as follows: From the effective
date of each group policy to the earlier of the group
policy expiry date or April 30, 2020.

•

Specifications

• Removal of limitations on drug or treatment item;
• Waiver of waiting period;
Waiver of co-payment on all medical covers
applied.

Extending the benefit coverage of a number
of existing products, including the poolable
annually renewable group Critical Illness
product, the Senior Cancer product for
employees’ parents, and the life-time Critical
Illness.
Description of the Benefit Extension:
The poolable Group Employee Benefit's One-Year
Critical Illness is by nature a lump-sum payment
under defined Critical Illness conditions.

•

For the insured diagnosed as an infected case or
a suspected case before the effective date of the
policy, Taiping does not bear the extended benefit
of novel coronavirus;

• There is no waiting period applied to the extended
benefit of novel coronavirus;
• There is no additional premium charged relating
to the extended benefit, and the claim criteria
are constant for both existing and new insured
members during the benefit extension period;

From now on, until the end of April 2020, for small
and medium-sized enterprises meeting certain
criteria, once they resume their work as allowed
by local policy and regulation, Taiping could agree
to extend the effective group accidental cover by a
maximum 100,000 RMB/per insured in the event of
death or dismemberment caused by the diagnosis of
COVID-19 infected at work.
Donations of Masks, Medical Protection Gear
and Life Insurance
China Taiping Insurance Group Ltd. (hereinafter
referred to as “China Taiping”), the parent company,
has moved quickly to purchase 50,000 N95 masks or
surgical masks, and 2,000 sets of medical protection
gear worldwide, and sent them over to hospitals
in Wuhan, the epicenter of the novel coronavirus
outbreak.

Taiping Pension is a subsidiary of China Taiping
Insurance Group, a state-owned financial insurance
holding company under the State Council. As one of the
largest state-owned insurance conglomerates in China, the
China Taiping Group strives to provide a diversified scope
of financial services including general insurance business,
life insurance, pension insurance, reinsurance, insurance
brokers and agents, direct operation business and asset
management
More Information
Ms. Sophie Jiang
Taiping Pension Company Ltd
T +86 21 6033-8320
E jiangjy15@tpp.cntaiping.com
W http://en.cntaiping.com

Also during the spring festival, China Taiping donated
two insurance products to front-line medics:
• “Yi-An-Xin (Meaning: Peace for Medics)” Product:
A life insurance with 300,000 RMB per head
to cover the death and dismemberment of any
medical staffs, any disease control workers or their
spouses infected in this fight in Wuhan, effective on
Jan. 24, 2020, and could cover up to 1 month ago
retrospectively at the beginning of the outbreak.
(up until noon of February 24 local time, China
Taiping settled 5 cases, totaling 1.5 million RMB as
paid claims.)
• “Yi-Wu-You (Meaning: Carefree Medics)” Product:
A special allowance of 50,000 RMB per head
for the medics in Wuhan in case of a confirmed
diagnosis of COVID-19 amid the battle. The total
insurance volume donated reaches 10 million
RMB. (up until noon of February 24, China Taiping
settled 119 cases from 26 hospitals, totaling 5.95
million RMB as paid claims.)
• China Taiping donated another 10 million RMB to
the Hubei Provincial government to fight against
the COVID-19.
The Chinese government and people are currently
sparing no efforts to fight the COVID-19 outbreak.
Decisive and effective measures have been taken
to rein in its spread, and prevention and control
measures are gradually showing their effectiveness.

• The effective period of benefit extension is
independent of the effective insurance period of
each group policy.
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China

Hong Kong

Manulife-Sinochem Life
To assist group customers impacted by the virus and
for the wellbeing of society, Manulife-Sinochem
Life Insurance Co. Ltd. is enhancing services and
taking several measures as described below:
• Eliminating waiting periods, canceling deductibles,
removing restrictions on medicines and treatment
items, removing restrictions on hospital grades and
hospitalization methods for clients affected by the
epidemic
• Setting up a special channel to prioritize and
handle claims for clients affected by the epidemic
• Extending the claims application time to 24 hours
• Extending the use of paperless claims and
applications to more covers
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AXA China Region
Manulife-Sinochem Life Insurance Co. Ltd. was
founded in 1996 as a joint venture between Manulife
(International) Limited and Sinochem Finance Co., Ltd.
Manulife-Sinochem’s Group Benefits Division (GBD) offers
corporate customers a comprehensive and competitive
portfolio of group insurance products that includes term
life, accident and health insurance, as well as group
pensions.
More Information
Ms. Scarlet Gu
Manulife-Sinochem Life
T +86 21 2069 6619
E Scarlet_J_Gu@manulife-sinochem.com
W www. manulife-sinochem.com

• Offering on-line medical consultations at no
charge
• In conjunction with Manulife Finance, donating
3,000,000 yuan as well as masks and protective
medical gear to the Shanghai Charity Foundation
to help hospitals or healthcare workers in Wuhan
• Accepting "contactless" insurance applications; i.e.,
no need to submit the insurance application on
site.
• From February 8 to June 30, 2020, providing
Intensive Care Unit (ICU) rehabilitation support
to customers who have a more than one-year
product, including three-year guaranteed renewal
medical insurance and lifelong critical illness
insurance. This means that during this period,
clients who are infected by COVID-19 and are
admitted to an ICU can receive MDT (Multiple
Disciplinary Team) service or an ICU rehabilitation
allowance of RMB 100,000.

As a customer-oriented company, AXA Hong Kong
and Macau are now offering the following enhanced
coverage and services to customers until further
notice*:
• Additional Hospital Cash Benefit
If someone is insured via an AXA life insurance
or medical policy, or is an insured employee or
dependent via an employee benefits hospitalization
policy, and is hospitalized due to a confirmed
case of the novel coronavirus infection, AXA will
provide an additional daily hospital cash benefit of
HK$700 for a period of up to 45 days (from now
until April 30).
• 24-Hour Customer Service Hot-Line
A 24-hour customer service hot-line (852-2894
4701) has been set up to answer customer queries
about the novel coronavirus. The service hot-line
operated as usual throughout the Lunar New Year
holiday.

AXA China Region Insurance Company Limited
has been one of Hong Kong’s leading insurers since 1986
and provides coverage to over one million people in Hong
Kong and Macau. AXA China Region’s core products
and services are in the areas of life, health, and disability
insurance, retirement planning, income protection, and
funds management.
More Information
Ms. Nannecy Dulin
AXA China Region Insurance Company Limited
T +852 3716 5558
E nannecy.dulin@axa.com.hk
W www.axa.com.hk

• Claims Submission Period
Extended from 90 days to 120 days
• Communication
-- On a regular basis, eDM (electronic mail) has
been sent to clients, brokers and members
with health tips and important information.
-- Updates on Social Media – Facebook and
LinkedIn
-- Updates posted on AXA HK Website: https://
www.axa.com.hk/en/coronavirus-outbreak
• For AXA Medical Insurance or Employee Benefits
Customers:
-- Insureds suspected of contracting, or are
confirmed to have contracted the novel
coronavirus, do not need to apply for preauthorization for hospital admission in Hong
Kong, Macau and Mainland China and can also
apply for any related claims.
-- Insureds admitted to an isolation ward in a
hospital in Hong Kong, Macau or Mainland
China due to a suspected or confirmed case
of novel coronavirus infection are still entitled
to claim eligible medical expenses regardless of
the type of hospital ward.
Subject to the relevant terms and conditions. Coverage includes
medical and travel insurance products purchased via HSBC and
underwritten by AXA.
*
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Hong Kong
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Indonesia

Manulife Hong Kong

Manulife Indonesia

In response to the novel coronavirus outbreak,
Manulife Hong Kong has introduced special
protection benefits and expedited claims procedures
to extend appropriate coverage to insureds that
have individual financial product policies and
covered members of group medical policies with
hospitalization benefits, including existing and new
customers (“Covered Client”).
From now until April 30, 2020, Manulife HK will
provide the following additional coverage*:

considering that the client’s family member(s) may
be required to undergo home isolation.
In addition, with regard to out-patient and in-patient
claims for the novel coronavirus infection, Manulife
HK will simplify the processing procedures with
priority:
• Customers may submit claims for diagnosed
cases through Manulife’s eClaims platform, www.
claimsimple.hk, regardless of the receipt amount;

• If the covered client is diagnosed with the novel
coronavirus infection and requires hospitalization
within the coverage period, Manulife HK will
provide an additional hospital cash benefit of
HK$600 per day, up to 45 days, without requiring
the waiting period;

• Related claims will be processed as soon as within
one working day;

• If the covered client is required to undergo a
mandatory quarantine in a hospital or isolation
center as imposed by the Hong Kong or Macau
government within the coverage period, Manulife
HK will provide a one-off cash benefit of
HK$3,000;

• The waiting period will be waived;

• If the covered client is diagnosed with the novel
coronavirus infection within the coverage period,
Manulife HK will provide a one-off cash benefit
equivalent to HK$2,000 as financial support,

• Claim eligibility is extended to the hospitals
appointed by the Government of the People's
Republic of China out of Manulife’s designated
hospitals in Mainland China;
• The claims submission deadline will also be waived.
As a customer-centric, leading health insurance
provider, Manulife Hong Kong has launched these
measures to further protect customers’ health and
wellbeing.
For any inquiries, group medical customers can
call Manulife Hong Kong's hot-line at 2108 1388.
Customers with individual insurance can call Manulife
Hong Kong's hot-line at 2510 3941.
Manulife Hong Kong is a top-tier financial services
provider that has operated in Hong Kong since 1897.
It offers a broad portfolio of protection and wealth
management products and services to more than two
million customers in Hong Kong. Manulife Hong Kong is
a subsidiary of Manulife Financial Corporation, a leading
international financial services group with principal
operations in Asia, Canada and the United States.

In response to the current novel coronavirus situation
in Indonesia and taking into account the KMK-RI
No. HK.01.07 / Menkes / 104/2020 memo from the
Health Ministry, Manulife Indonesia is providing the
following:
• Manulife will cover the cost of medical treatment
related to the coronavirus (2019-nCov) for all
those with policies issued by Manulife Indonesia.
Coverage is still dependent on the policy
provisions in force for each policy.
• The insurance coverage is still applicable if a
member must be quarantined or is unable to work
because of a suspected coronavirus infection. The
benefits received are in accordance with the policy
provisions taken by the company.
• If a member is infected with coronavirus during a
business trip, he or she is covered under the policy
according to the benefits of the participants and
the policy provisions.
• In case there is a complication or sequelae (a
subsequent condition resulting from the infection)
from the coronavirus infection, the member is
still covered according to the benefits of the
participants and the policy provisions.

PT. Asuransi Jiwa Manulife Indonesia was
established in 1984 and is one of the largest and
strongest life insurance companies in Indonesia.
Headquartered in Jakarta, it provides exceptional service
to over 2 million customers via a network of more than
11,000 employees and professional agents spread across
25 cities.
Manulife Indonesia is considered a pioneer in the
Indonesian employee benefits market. It offers
comprehensive benefits products that include the
Financial Institution Pension Fund (DPLK), Group Life and
Health (GLH) and the Group Savings Program.
More Information
PT Asuransi Jiwa Manulife Indonesia
www.manulife-indonesia.com
Mr. Harry Eka Sanrach
T +62 21 2555 7788 ext. 641840
E harry_eka_sanrach@manulife.com
Ms. Samanta Felia
T : (62) (21) 2555-7788 ext 641087
E : Samanta_Felia@manulife.com
W www.manulife.co.id

• If the member received treatment at a private
hospital, has been diagnosed with suspected
coronavirus and subsequently referred to a
government referral hospital, treatment prior to
the diagnosis will still be covered according to
the benefits of the participants and the policy
provisions.

More Information
Ms. Grace KC To
Manulife (International) Limited
T +852 2910 2371
E grace_kc_to@manulife.com
W www.manulife.com.hk

Additional coverage for the novel coronavirus is subject to certain
terms and conditions.
*
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Japan

The Dai-ichi Life Insurance Company, Limited
Japan has not been greatly impacted by the novel
coronavirus outbreak. While the number of cases in
Japan has reached over 500, about 450 occurred in
a cruise ship docked near Tokyo as per February 17,
2020.
The Dai-ichi is therefore not taking any special
measures at this time.

The Dai-ichi Life Insurance Company, Limited,
founded in 1902, is the third-largest life insurance
company in Japan, with total assets of JPY49.9 trillion
(USD 347.5 billion), and ANP (Annualized New Premium)
from policies in force of JPY 3,396 billion (USD 32.3
billion). As of February 2019, the Dai-ichi has an AA- rating
from Rating and Investment Information, Inc. (R&I) for
its claims-paying ability. R&I is the largest rating agency
headquartered in Japan.
The Dai-ichi is a leading underwriter of group retirement
and severance benefit plans, as well as group term life
insurance.The Dai-ichi is also known for its sophisticated
financial services.
More Information
Mr. Yoshihiro Hamada
The Dai-ichi Life Insurance Company, Limited
T +81 50 3780 2370
E Hamada148@dl.dai-ichi-life.co.jp
W www.dai-ichi-life.co.jp/english/index.html
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Korea

Samsung Life Insurance
A sharp increase in confirmed patients has been
reported in Daegu (the 3rd largest city in Korea)
and surroundings. As per February 24th at 09:00,
there were 763 confirmed patients and 7 deaths. The
Korean government raised the national alert level
for the virus to “highest” and delayed the start of all
schools in the country for a week.
So far, Samsung Life did not implement any special
services or measures for their customers but are
however providing masks when visiting clients.
If you would like to be kept informed about the
situation, please contact your IGP Account Manager
or get in touch with the Samsung Life representative
via e-mail.

Samsung Life Insurance Company, Ltd. was
established in 1957 and since that time, has grown to
become the largest and most successful life insurance
company in Korea. As a market leader, Samsung has
played a significant role in the growth and development of
the Korean economy and improved the financial welfare
of millions of Koreans. Samsung offers both individual and
group life products and insures approximately one-third
of the population of Korea. Samsung is also the leading
underwriter of group life insurance and severance benefits
plans in Korea.
More Information
Mr. Kevin Changkeun Jeon
Samsung Life Insurance Company, Ltd.
T +82 2 751 8688
E Changkeun.jeon@samsung.com
W www.samsunglife.com
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Malaysia

Singapore

AIA Bhd.

Aviva Ltd.

The Ministry of Health (MOH) of Malaysia has
provided guidelines to all healthcare practitioners
on the management of the coronavirus whereby any
patients with confirmed cases of the disease should
be directed to the nearest government hospital so
the infection can be managed.
AIA Malaysia has announced that if an employee of a
group client is confirmed as having the coronavirus
and is required to be hospitalized, AIA will cover the
hospital admission subject to the benefit limits and
terms & conditions of the policy or certificate.
Employees who are not feeling well and not sure
whether they have the virus or not are asked to
seek medical attention promptly at a designated
government hospital.

AIA Bhd. is a leading insurer in Malaysia, where it has
been doing business since 1948. It offers a suite of highquality products, including: life, health, personal accident,
general insurance, employee benefits and retirement
options, to meet its customers’ protection and financial
security needs at every stage of life.

The Singapore government has been working to
ensure that there is no serious community spread as
well as to provide full or partial subsidies such as:

More Information

• S$10 consultation charge on treatment
of respiratory illness at 900 Public Health
Preparedness Clinics (PHPC) for Singapore
citizens and Permanent Resident.

Mr. Edmund Lim
AIA Bhd.
T +60 3 2056 2342
E Edmund.Lim@aia.com
W www.aia.com.my

• As a "proactive step" to reduce the risk of
further community spread, the Ministry of Health
announced on February 14, 2020 that hundreds of
general practitioner (GP) clinics will be reactivated
as Public Health Preparedness Clinics (PHPCs)
as part of efforts to better detect and manage
COVID-19 infections.

More information is available at the Ministry of
Health's website at: www.moh.gov.my.
AIA Bhd. is also posting updates on the novel
coronavirus on Facebook.

Aviva has provided an update to all their individual
and group policyholders that the coronavirus is not
excluded, subject to the terms and conditions of the
policies. In addition, Aviva's corporate clients are
kept up to date via circulars from Aviva's Network
Providers.
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• Full covered expenses for confirmed cases and
warded in National Centre for Infectious Diseases
(NCID)

Aviva’s digital journey, including claims submission via
the ClaimConnect app, provides customers with the
convenience to submit the claims digitally to allow
faster claims payment.
Aviva entered the Singapore market in July 2001 through
the acquisition of the former Insurance Corporation of
Singapore and quickly became the country’s third-largest
provider of long-term regular savings products.With a
market share of more than 30 percent, Aviva is the leader
in Singapore’s employee benefits and health insurance
market and provides protection to approximately 600,000
employees.
More Information
Ms. Irena Tan
Aviva Ltd.
T +65 6321-7851
E irena_tan@aviva-asia.com
W www.aviva-singapore.com.sg
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Taiwan
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Thailand

Shin Kong Life

Muang Thai Life

Taiwanese citizens and employees of local operations
in Taiwan can follow all official news through the
government channels, also available in English via
https://www.ocac.gov.tw/OCAC/Eng/Pages/List.
aspx?nodeid=329.
Since January 31, Taiwan's government has
requisitioned all domestically produced masks in an
effort to ensure that the country has a steady supply
amid the novel coronavirus outbreak. People can buy
masks at public health centers across Taiwan under a
rationing system that has been in place since February
6.
Shin Kong considers the coronavirus as a normal
disease and therefore has not implemented any
special measures or services at this time.
Thus, if a client got infected by coronavirus, their
inpatient or stay in an Intensive Care Unit (ICU)
would be handled as it would for any other illness.

Shin Kong Life Insurance Company, Ltd., founded
in 1963, provides a range of life, health, and disability
products to approximately 3.63 million policyholders
through an extensive network that includes over 278
branch offices and 23 policyholder service centers located
throughout Taiwan. In recognition of its commitment
to providing quality service, Shin Kong was awarded
ISO 9002 certification in 1998. Shin Kong has over
15,500 employees and is the fourth-largest life insurance
company in Taiwan, as well as the leading underwriter of
group life and medical plans in the country.

In response to the coronavirus epidemic, Muang Thai
Life is offering the following coverage and services to
its customers:

More Information

• Via Muang Thai Life's new feature on their mobile
application, "MTL Click", customers can receive
medical advice and treatment information via
Video Call ("Telemedicine") – for outpatient care
only. The insured is therefore not required to see
a physician at the hospital and have the increased
risk of getting infected. The coverage will be paid
for the maximum OPD Benefit as specified in the
policy.

Mr. Andy He
Shin Kong Life Insurance Company, Ltd.
T +886 2 2389-5858 (ext. 2319)
E sker9422@skl.com.tw
W www.skl.com.tw
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• If the insured is diagnosed with coronavirus,
the company will provide coverage for medical
expenses according to the benefit amount that is
specified in the policy.
• Health Tips leaflets are provided as a service for
corporate customers.

Muang Thai Life Assurance Public Company,
Ltd., founded in 1951, is among the top three insurance
companies in Thailand and is the country’s leading
national underwriter of group life and health insurance
plans. Muang Thai has over 130 branches located
throughout Thailand, including three regional offices in
the north, south, and northeastern parts of the country.
Muang Thai was recognized for its excellence by receipt
of the prestigious “Honorary Outstanding Insurance
Company Award of 2017”, making it the first and only
company to have received this award.
More Information
Mr. Chanyut Kaewsuriyayothin
Muang Thai Life Assurance PCL
T +66 2 274 9400 ext. 6548
E chanyut_k@muangthai.co.th
W www.muangthai.co.th
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Boston, MA 02117, USA
T (1) (617) 572-8655
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T (32) (2) 775-2945
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T (65) 6833 8996
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Mr. Michael Spincemaille
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